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Its April GRoNY members, where the rain may bring May flowers however we need not wait that
long for our greyhounds to create a paw print mosaic all over the floor. Now some GRoNY
members have a cloth which they wipe their greyhounds’ paws before they come in, or then
there’s let’s put a throw rug runner from the door inside and hope the hounds’ wet paws are
dried as they walk, hmmmm revise that to run in to get their reward cookie for going out in the
rain.
Was speaking last month in the newsletter regarding this July 8, 2017 picnic, there was a
scavenger hunt planned for last year however the weather just did not let us fit it in, and I hope
Murphy’s Law does not distract Mother Nature again this year at the picnic, it was like there was
a switch, sunny and hot and then some rain, and it was just enough and then back to sunny and
hot. With the pavilion, we were all dry but later swings and slide in the play yard needed to be
dried for the kids, so if necessary, this year, there is always dancing naked in the full moon to
ensure good weather, I did not do that last year. Just need to remember redirect those motion
sensor lights, or perhaps take out the bulbs.
GRoNY enjoys getting updates and visits from our former fosters; so I would just like to give a
shout out to one of our former greyhound fosters who now lives in Japan. I do not even have a
passport, so marvel that one of my fosters is probably learning the word cookie/treat in a
second language.
Greyhound owners have a unique camaraderie, affording us to look at how similar our
experiences are with our hounds and to laugh at ourselves at how much they are in our hearts.
Time has come to end this newsletter, so until next time, remember even though April is tax
time, we are not allowed to claim our greyhounds as dependents.
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